This paper proposed an infrared frequency standard using the NH transition
This paper proposed an infrared frequency standard using the NH transition
, which would have no Zeeman shift in the pure N 0 = 0 state. But in this work the spin-spin interaction was overlooked, and when included it would result in an admixture of N 0 = 2, for which the Zeeman coefficients in the n v = 0 and 1 levels differ by a relative amount of order 10 −6 . The transition frequency would thus acquire a Zeeman shift of relative order 10 −12 when the molecular temperature is 1 mK. The basic proposal is, however, valid as originally stated for the XH
transition ͑where X represents an even isotope of an alkali-earth-metal atom͒, because no spin-spin interaction is present for 2 ⌺ molecules.
